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ABSTRACT 

Development of a Stimulus-Response Learning Model 
as a Fundamental Data Processing Element 

Charles D. Brady 

A stimulus-response learning model was developed and tested in a simu¬ 

lated paired-associate learning experiment. The behavior of the model 

was compared with characteristic human behavior. The model was suf¬ 

ficiently successful to give weight to the stimulus-response approach 

to learning. Although it was revealed that paired-associate learning 

involves complexities which cannot be explained by a single simple 

stimulus-response learning model, it was also demonstrated that these 

devices or stimulus-response pair association units (PAD’s) are capable 

of complex data processing when properly interconnected. It was shown 

that a Turing machine as well as a general purpose digital computer can 

be constructed entirely of PAU's thus demonstrating their capability. 

Finally, a speculative model of the human thought processes is included 

which consists only of pair-association units. 
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I. A MICROSCOPIC PSYCHOLOGICAL APPROACH TO INTELLIGENCE 

Feigenbaum and Feldman in the preface to their anthology* loosely 

separate artificial intelligence research into two schools of thought. 

These are labeled '’neural cybernetics" and "cognitive models." It is 

not at all certain that such a clear dichotomy exists, but It is certain 

that the approaches range from the microscopic approach of attempting 

to design intelligent machines by postulating large numbers of neuron¬ 

like elements arranged in networks, to the building of macroscopic cog¬ 

nitive models using complex information processing systems as the basis 

of the designs. 

The neural cybernetic approach is based on the "neural doctrine" 

which is due primarily to Cajal (summarised by Bullock^). It states that 

the nerve cell and its processes, together called a neuron, form the 

cellular units of the nervous system which are directly involved in 

nervous functions. It is assumed that the features of the brain can be 

derived, in principle, from a knowledge of the connections and states of 

the neurons which comprise it. This is certainly a valid means of gaining 

access to knowledge of the function of the brain. However, it has been 

claimed that progress of the neural cybernetic approach in the field of 

artificial intelligence is "barely discernable." The neural models have 

achieved their greatest success as components of simple learning machines. 

Minsky states that by themselves the simple learning machines are useful 

only in recurrent situations and that they cannot cope with any signifi- 

4 
cant novelty. The most severe weakness of the neural cybernetic approach 

1 
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is that no network of cybernetic models has been demonstrated that is 

capable of goal directed processes. 

The cognitive or macroscopic approach is to attempt to program 

digital computers so that they can perform specific intellectual tasks 

as well as humans. In acme eases the researcher is, interested in having 

the computer only satisfactorily reach the final goal and is not concern¬ 

ed with whether his program shows a point-to-point correspondence to 

human behavior at each intermediate step. This is the other extreme from 

the microscopic neural cybernetic approach and is useful only if one is 

simply concerned with accomplishing practical work or with developing an 

entertaining device. 

Often, however, researchers desire to develop programs which will 

demonstrate this point-to-point correspondence in critical features and 

thus test theories about human behavior. Tills method begins to approach 

the microscopic in that the step-by-3tep behavioral features are included 

in the model, but it is still quite unlike the cybernetic models in that 

a general purpose computer is usually utilised in the most direct way 

possible to duplicate the critical features of the behavioral path. This 

is done without regard to any underlying mechanisms which would have 

broader application to all human behavior. That i3, no fundamental 

behavioral unit is developed which is analogous to the cybernetic unit, 

the neuron. The result of a program which will do one thing well, e.g., 

play chess, and has few features which assist in doing something else 

woll, e.g,, solve problems. 

Learning theories also fall into two divisions similar to those 

described above. These are tha stimulus-response theories and the cognit^e 
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theories. (These are the major families; not all theories fall within 

these groups.) Throe of the issues which produce the divisions are "peri¬ 

pheral" versus "central" intermediaries, acquisition of habits versus 

acquisition of cognitive structures, and trial and error versus insight 

in problem solving. 

The stimulus-response theorists generally assume that responses and 

movements provide the connecting links or intermediaries between behavior¬ 

al steps. The cognitive theorists assume central brain processes, e.g., 

memories or expectations, provide the integration of goal seeking behavior. 

The former states that one learns habits or responses; the latter states 

that one learns facta or cognitive structures. The stimulus response 

psychologists state that problem solving is accomplished by constructing 

sequences from past habits in accordance with the similarity that the new 

situation has with those previously experienced,The cognitive psycholo¬ 

gist holds similar views but emphasises the present structure of the 

problem and its contribution to insight as well as requiring the necessary 

past experience. 

The goal of the work reported herein was to develop a behavioral 

unitjWhich will be broadly applicable to a wide range of intellectual 
'1 

tasks. However, as a result of the conflicting views among psychologists, 

it would be difficult to choose a basic unit of behavior that is universal¬ 

ly acceptable. The approach taken was to develop a unit based upon the 

stimulus response theories and then to show that combinations of these 

units are capable of behavior as described by the cognitive theorists. 

The fundamental unit or model is based upon human behavior on paired- 

associate learning experiments. Daese and Hulse give two reasons for 
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paired-associate learning experiments.^ The first is that paired-associate 

learning is representative of the things people do when learning verbal 

materials under ordinary conditions. The second is that it is the model 

example of the learning process. This is of course the stimulus response 

theorists1 point of view, but it provides the motivation for the selection 

of paired-associate learning as the basis for the model. 

Paired-associate learning and its characteristics are described in 

the next section; the model will be presented in section III. Subsequent 

sections describe the results of a simulation of the model and discuss 

ways in which the element can be utilised as a mechanism which is capable 

of high level data processing and of cognitive behavior. 
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II. PAIRED-ASSOCIATE LEARNING 

In the latter part of the nineteenth century Hermann Ebbinghaus 

presented an experimental and quantitative treatment of the manifesta- 

8 
tions of memory. Prior to this time the obtaining of exact measure¬ 

ments in the causual relations of mental events had not been possible 

due to two difficulties. The first was the problem of maintaining con¬ 

stant the causual conditions which are of a mental nature. The second 

was the difficulty of measuring numerically the mental processes which 

function so quickly and which cannot be analysed by introspection. In 

order to overcome these problems and to study the memory processes 

Ebbinghaus invented the nonsense syllable. 

The nonsense syllable used by Ebbinghaus consisted of a vowel 

between two consonants constituting a verbal unit having no ordinary 

meaning. Other variations of verbal units have been used in experiments 

since that time. Examples of these are single letters* two-letter units 

(bigrams), and multisyllable nonsense units.® The most frequently used 

unit is the three-letter sequence (trigram). 

Verbal learning experiments have been conducted in many ways with 

the various forms of verbal units. The first experiments conducted by 

Ebbinghaus consisted simply of presenting to the subject a series of 

nonsense syllables one at a time for a few seconds each and then to have 

the subject reproduce all that he could remember. This is repeated until 

the subject can recite the entire list,.."at the first attempt, without 

hesitation, at a certain rate, and with the consciousness of being 

correct."10 This became known as serial learning. The verbal learning 

which has been most thoroughly studied, however, is that of "paired- 
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11 associate learning.1' The traditional paired-associate method consists 

of first presenting to the subject a stimulus member of a pair of non¬ 

sense syllables and then presenting the stimulus and response members 

together. Having been presented the stimulus-response pair the subject 

can learn to associate the two. The ne:ct time the stimulus member is 

presented alone the subject is expected to anticipate the response 

before the two are shown again together. 

Edward A. Feigenbaum has simulated a basic variation of this latter 
12 

form of verbal learning. Feigenbaum describes the experiment which he 

simulates as follows: 

a. A set of nonsense syllables is chosen and the syllables are 
paired, malting, let us say, 12 pairs. 
b. A subject is seated in front of a viewing apparatus and the 
syllables are shown to him, one pair at a time. 
c. First, the left-hand member of the pair (stimulus item) is 
shown. The subject tries to say the second member of the pair 
(response item). 
d. After a short interval, the response item is exposed so that 
both stimulus and response items are simultaneously in view. 
e. After a few seconds, the cycle repeats itself with a new 
pair of syllables. This continues until all pairs have been pre¬ 
sented (a trial). 
f. Trials are repeated, usually until the subject is able to 
give the correct response to each stimulus. There is relatively 
short time interval between trials. 
g. For successive trials the syllables are reordered randomly. 
This style is called paired-associates presentation. 

Feigenbaum states that the phenomena of rote learning are stable and 

reproducible, and he presents the following typical characteristics of 

a subject's behavioral output: 

a. Failures to respond to a stimulus are more numerous than overt 
errors. 
b. Overt errors are generally attributable to confusion by the 
subject between similar stimuli or similar responses. 
c. Associations which are given correctly over a number of trials 
sometimes are then forgotten, only to reappear and later dis¬ 
appear again. This phenomenon has been called oscillation. 
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d. I£ a list X of syllables or syllable pairs is learned to 
the criterion; then a list Y is similarly learned; and finally 
X is tested; the subject's ability to give the correct X • 
repponses is degraded by the interpolated learning. The 
degradation is called retroactive inhibition. The overt errors 
made in the retest trial are generally from the list Y. The 
phenomenon disappears rapidly. Usually after the first retest 
trial, list X has been relearned back to criterion. 
e. As one makes the stimulus syllables more and more similar, 
learning takes more trials. 

Additional characteristics of behavior can be added to this list: 

f. If an association is learned between a stimulus X and a 
response Y, a stimulus similar to X, X , can evoke the proper 
response Y. Also the correct stimulus X can cause a similar 
but incorrect Y . This is called generalization.^ 
g. Stimulus me aning fuIn ess and response meaningfulness are 
related positively (and approximately linearly) to the mean 
number of correct responses made over all trials of a typical 
test. Response meaningfulness has a greater effect than does 
stimulus meaningfulness.^ 

Many models of paired-associate learning have been developed. 

Most of the present models treat learning and recall as a probabalistic 

15 
process. An example of this approach is the one-element model. In the 

one-element model on the first trial there exists a probability that 

the correct association between the stimulus term and the response term 

is formed. Until that association is formed, the probability of obtain¬ 

ing a correct response is g. However, after the association is establish¬ 

ed, it will be preserved, and the probability of a correct response is 

one for all subsequent trials. 

A variation to the one-element model is the single operator linear 

model in which the probability increases linearly after each trial.16 

These models are deficient in that they only work for a very limit¬ 

ed set of conditions. They do not exhibit characteristics b,c,d,e, or 

f described above. Feigenbaum's information processing model was developed 



with the intention of demonstrating the listed characteristics, and 

has been successful to a great degree. However, Feigenbaum’s model is 

sufficiently deficient to justify development and evaluation of alter¬ 

native approaches. 

No general model has yet bean reported. The intention here is to 

develop a model based upon the above behavioral characteristics and 

then to test its generality. The nest section contains a description 

of that model, and subsequent sections describe the results of a 

simulation in which the model is the subject of a paired-associate 

learning experiment. 
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III. PAIRED-ASSOCIATE LSAimiEG MODEL 

The single premise that is the basis for the paired-associate 

learning model (PALM) developed here is that recall is simply a mapping 

from a set of input attributes to a set of output attributes; The enact 

nature of this mapping is described below. Added to this will be the 

mechanical details required to implement the model. Certain features 

and parameters are also included which are recognised or widely accept¬ 

ed as essential parts of learning and recall* Among the latter are such 

things as the reinforcement of associations, variable thresholds, mean¬ 

ingfulness, and measures of similarity* Each of these items is discussed 

as it is introduced into the description of the model which follows. 

One of the characteristics of human learning described above was 

that overt errors are generally attributable to confusion between similar 

stimuli or similar responses. The first step in developing the model is 

to select a means of representing the stimuli and responses and then to 

define what is meant by the adjective similar. The method chosen for 

18 
representing the inputs and outputs was that described by Minsky. 

Figures are defined by lists of properties (attributes). A property is 

a two-valued function, and a figure has or does not have the property 

depending upon whether the value of the function is 1 or 0. The model is 

presented with nonsense syllables represented by eighteen binary digits. 

These syllables could be considered to consist of three letters each 

represented by sin attributes. Instead, for this first approach, no 

effort to define attributes and characters is required. The model simply 

views the eighteen bit words as a unit. 

Similarity can now be defined. In order to avoid unnecessary 
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complexity in the beginnin", a vary simple means of specifying similar¬ 

ity is used* Similarity of two words is defined as the number of 

positions in which the too words are alike. 

In learning a list of pairs of verbal units the subject acquires 

an association between the stimulus and response terms of a pair. In the 

models discussed in the previous section the establishment of this 

association assured that the correct response would follow. That is, 

correct recall occurs when the association of the stimulus and response 

is learned. In this model learning and recall are distinctly separate 

processes. The unique features of the model are contained in the recall 

process. The learning process is based upon a view that preceded the 

learning models that were described above but which is reasonable and 
19 is still widely accepted. 

This traditional view was presented first by Hull and states that 
20 associations geos? via an incremental process. The hypothetical learning 

curve is shown in figure 1 and is represented by the equation 

V' 1 a + lc(H - Rn), 

where 

R « response (association) strength* 

n = trial number, 

11 » upper limit of response strength, 

and 

It » independent variable controlling rate of growth of 
association strength. 

The means of implementing this learning of associations in a digital 

computer simulation ere described in the following paragraphs. 



Rn+1 = Rn + k(M - R„) 

H = 100 

M =300 

Trials n 

Learning curves for Hull's incremental learning process. 

Figure 1 
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The simulation is conducted in the manner described in section II 

with the exception of step g. (Step g is included when testing human 

subjects so that associations cannot be formed between a syllable pair 

and those preceding or following it. This capability is not included 

in the model; hence, the precaution effected by step g is not required.) 

In setting up the experiment a list of pairs of eighteen bit words is 

read into the machine and stored. The eighteen binary digits character¬ 

ise the verbal units that constitute the pairs - each bit representing 

the presence or absence of an attribute. Corresponding to each pair is 

a number, R, which represents the strength of association of the members 

of the pair with one another. At the beginning of the experiment these 

quantities are equated with zero. During the experiment the stimulus 

item is presented to a "recall" routine. After the recall program 

responds, a "learn" routine is entered. 

The learn routine updates the quantity R which corresponds to the 

stimulus to which the subject (model) has just responded. Hie updating 

is done in accordance with equation 1. In keeping with the concept of 

not introducing unnecessary complexity, M is constant and equal to unity. 

The quantity k is an independent variable which is different for and 

characteristic of each pair. This variable k is here defined as a measure 

of meaningfulness. This is not an arbitrary definition, but one dictated 

by the nature of a typical subject's learning performance. It has previous¬ 

ly been noted that a subject's ability to respond correctly is affected 

positively by the meaningfulness of the stimulus and response members. It 

is obvious that equating k to meaningfulness will provide Just such a 

positive relationship; the validity of doing this will be determined by 
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fche degree to which the simulator results agree with actual experimental 

data. 

It is not reasonable to assume that for an arbitrarily selected set 

of nonsense syllables all values of k would be equal. Some criterion for 

selection of values of k must be assumed. She Initial assumption was 

made in the testing of the model that for a randomly selected list of 

nonsense syllables meaningfulness t/culd have an even distribution over 

the list of pairs. Consequently„ the association pairs in a list were 

assigned values of k increasing in constant increments from a lower 

limit greater than aero to an upper limit less than one. These limits 

were varied for each test (including test3 in which the upper and lower 

limits were equal,) 

The conducting of tests with evenly distributed values of meaning- 

fulness is valid if the tests are viewed as special cases. Considerable 

effort has gone into determining the meaningfulness of specific nonsense 
21 syllables. Experimenters select those syllables which satisfy the 

desired requirements. In these tests it can be assumed that the associa¬ 

tion pairs were chosen from lists of syllables with known meaningfulness 

in such a way that the even distribution requirement is met. 

Figure 2 is a flow diagram of the learn routine* Tills program is 

entered at the point in the experiment in which the subject is shown both 

the test stimulus and the correct response. The first step is to determine 

if this pair has actually been seen before or if it is a new pair. If it 

is a new pair, it is added to the list along with a aero value for R, If 

it is not a new pair or if it has just been added to the list, the corres¬ 

ponding value of R is updated using equation 1. That is all that is 



LEfllN 3 c <Does Pair Exist 
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to List 

4  
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R n + l 
“ R + k ( 1 - R ) 
n n 

Learn Routine Flow Diagran. 

Figure 2 
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required of the learn routines it will be shewn, however* that a stored 

pair has no effect upon the response unless the association factor is 

above a certain (variable) threshold T. 

Before discussins the recall program, it trill be advantageous to 

now describe the overall simulation of the experiment. (The above 

descriptions of the manner in which the verbal units are stored and the 

associations are formed were presented first in order that the foundation 

upon which the simulation is constructed might be more easily understood.) 

The flew diagram of the total simulation, shown in figure 3, can not; be 

readily explained. 

At the beginning of a test a list of pairs that is being learned 

and a list of test pairs are loaded. The list of pairs to be learned can 

be empty at the start; the test pairs are added to the learning list as 

they are exposed to the learn routine for the first time. The correspond¬ 

ing values of k are also loaded with the test pair list, and all associa¬ 

tion factors (response strengths) are set to sero as well as the trial 

number n. 

The threshold T is considered to be a variable} this is typical of 

many natural situations. The simplest approach was used first in this 

study. The threshold was initially held constant in order to study the 

effects of moaningfulncss. !»nter experiments wore conducted in which T 

increased as a function of the difficulty in learning a list, i.e*, T 

was incremented as the number of trials required to learn a list increased. 

This will be described later in the discussion of the test results. It 

will suffice to cay at this point that as shown in figure 3, T was up¬ 

dated as function of n at the beginning of each trial whenever it was 



Paired-associate Learning Experiment Flow Diagram 

Figure 3 
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deemed necessary. 

At the beginning of each trial the threshold and trial number are 

updated, and the test stimulus number is set to restart at the beginning 

of the test list. The first test stimulus is fetched, and an attempt is 

made to recall the proper response term. She response is printed, and the 

proper stimulus and response are fetched from the test pair list. The 

correct pair is the input data to the learn routine. After the learn 

routine has completed its task, the test stimulus number is updated, and 

the recall and learn procedures are repeated. This continues until the 

end of the list is reached, and a trial is thus completed. During the 

trial a record is kept of the correct answers* If the recall routine 

responds correctly to all stimuli, the list is said to be learned to 

criterion. (There can he other criteria, but this is the one used in 

this program). t£ the list has been learned to criterion, then the test 

is over; if not, the trial number is updated and a new trial begun. An 

additional check was added as a precaution* An upper limit was set on 

the number of trials allowed in order to prevent an error from resulting 

in unnecessary use of computer time. 

The recall technique can now be described in the contest of the 

overall experiment. Reference has been made to the fact that recall is 

considered to be a mapping from a set of input attributes to a set of 

output attributes. It is the exact nature of this mapping that must be 

explained, Hie concept that is the basis for the mapping technique was 

inspired by the generalisation characteristic of learning behavior dea~ 

cribed in section II. Generalisation suggested several things. The first 

is that the probability of obtaining a correct response is a function of 
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the similarity of stimuli as well as the strength of association. Also 

obtaining a similar but incorrect response from an exact stimulus indi¬ 

cates that perhaps each attribute in the response is generated indepen¬ 

dently of the other attributes (at least in some cases), Furthermore, 

it is suggested that the presence or absence of a response;attribute is 

determined not only by its strength of association with a given test 

stimulus but also, in varying degrees, by its strength of association 

with any stimuli that are similar to the test stimulus. That is, if a 

given stimulus is associated with the presence of a specific response 

attribute and a similar stimulus is associated with the absence of that 

response attribute, interference between die two stimuli will occur. 

Whether the attribute is present in the response is determined by which 

stimulus has the greatest weighting - both from the standpoint of 

similarity to a previously learned stimulus and from the standpoint of 

strength of association of the attribute with that stimulus. 

The recall technique, in summary, is to construct responses ca an 

attribute-by-attribute basis, weighting the presence or absence of an 

attribute according to the nature of its associations with all learned 

stimuli and their similarity to the test stimulus. 

The flow diagram of the recall program is shewn in figure 4. Hhen a 

stimulus member of a test pair is presented to the recall routine, die 

first step is to compute a weighting factor for each stimulus-response 

pair in the learning list. Again a simple approach is adopted. Similar¬ 

ity was defined above as the number of positions in which two words are 

alike. A similarity count Cj is first computed by a bit by bit comparison 

of the test stimulus with each learning stimulus* For eighteen bit words 



Figure 4 

Recall Routine Flow Diagram 
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this can vary from aero to eighteen. This count Cj is then railtipiled 

by the corresponding association factor E, to give die weighting t*7. 

for thatlearning pair , This iu.done for sash pair in the. learning list 

as shown in the flow diagram. , . , 

. The weighting, factors -57. determine the effect' that each.Teamed 
•J 

pair is to have vpon the response .generation, After the- values, of $Fj- 

are computed, a bit score B-0 is computed for each response bit b. This 

bit score ultimately determines whether the attribute corresponding to 

bit b is present or absent in the response. From the flew diagram it is 

seen that the first bit of die first learning response term is tested 

to determine If it is a one or a aero. If it is a one and.tfeT, the 

difference (Wj * T) is added to the bit score for bit one Bq. (Bj. is set 

to sero at the beginning.) If the stored response bit is a aero and the 

threshold Is exceeded, (tJj - 1) is subtracted from Bq. This sequence is 

then repeated, for all stored responses. After the contribution of each 

learning response to the output response bit one has been accumulated, 

the bit score is compared to sero. If the score B.q is greater than sere, 

the total weighting is biased toward the presence of the attribute, and 

bit one of the output response is set to one. The bit number b is then 

increased by one and the second response bit is generated. This sequence 

is repeated until all response bit3 have been generated. 

Uote that if no weighting Wj has reached the threshold, the response 

will be all ceroes. Tills represents a failure to respond and is consistent 

with the requirement that failures of a subject, to respond be more numer¬ 

ous than overt errors. 

After the response has been generated, it is printed along with the 
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stimulus and correct response. The stimulus and correct response are then 

provided as inputs to the leam program. This recall and learn cycle is 

repeated, as shown previously in figure 3, until all test stimuli have 

been presented, and then a new trial is initiated. The trials continue 

until the simulated subject responds correctly to all stimuli. 
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IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 

The model was programmed in FORTRAN IV on the Rice University 

Burroughs B5500 computer. The appendix contains test results which are 

typical of the model's performance. These results can be evaluated in 

terms of the characteristics of human behavioral outputs described in 

section II. 

It should first be pointed out that the values of k assigned to 

each pair Increased linearly from test pair one to test pair ten. This 

is the reason that the tendency x^as to first obtain correct responses 

for those test pairs with the highest number. It should also be noted, 

in order to aid in the understanding of the data, that the stimulus and 

response terms are printed in octal form. Each octal character represents 

three attributes. Also, the data labeled "difference'’ is a bit-by-bit 

comparison of the generated response with the correct response. The 

presence of a one in a specific binary digit of the difference represents 

a match in that attribute; a completely correct response results in a 

difference that consists of ail "ones" in each binary position or all 

"sevens" on the print out. Figure 5 illustrated the results of the test 

in the appendix; <» 1 represents a correct response; 0 no response, and -1 

an incorrect response. 

The first characteristic listed is that failures to respond are more 

numerous than overt errors. As discussed in the description of the model, 

failure to respond is indicated by the complete absence of attributes in 

the response. The test data reveals that failure to respond and complete¬ 

ly correct answers are always more prevalent than overt errors at each 

trial. The data range from the complete absence of any response in trial 
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one to ten correct responses in trial twenty. There are several trials in 

that test in which there were five overt errors in ten responses» but the 

total number of these errors over the twenty trials was much less than 

the aggregate of correct responses and non-responses. 

The second featur'd is that overt errors are generally attributable 

to similar stimuli or similar responses. The effect of similar stimuli 

is shown in trial number two. The response generated for stimulus number 

seven is exactly that which is the correct stimulus number ten. This is 

due to the fact that stimulus number seven and stimulus number ten differ 

only in two places. It can be seen throughout the data that, with the 

lower thresholds, stimuli with varying degrees of similarity with the 

test item cause errors to occur in the response. The lower the threshold 

the less similar a stored stimulus member must be in order to cause inter¬ 

ference. 

The effect of similar response terms is not immediately obvious from 

this data. This is because the model as simulated did not have a feedback 

path. It is completely reasonable to assume that as a human subject 

generates an output he feeds it back and attempts to recall the stored 

response with the greatest similarity* If the response that is first gen¬ 

erated is not a correct one, it is possible that an incorrect but more 

similar response term may exist in the list and in memory. The subject 

would be expected to submit this incorrect response to the experimenter. 

To be more specific, suppose there were two response terms in the list 

which were similar, for example XOJ and XUJ. Each letter is represented 

by a pattern of attributes, but the set of attributes evoked for the 

middle latter by the stimulus may not correspond exactly to U or to 0. 
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In fact; although the correct letter may be U„ the generated attributes 

may more .hearty, correspond to 0. The subject would accept the 0 as the 

correct letter* recognising the term JCOJ as being familiar, and respond 

with the incorrect but similar answer. This cor!: of feedback was not 

included in the model, but it could be done, and the possibility of 

tiiis and other extensions of the work are discussed in the next section. 

The next behavioral characteristic to be discussed Is the•phenomenon 

called oscillation* Associations which are given correctly over a number 

of trials are sometimes forgotten, then relearned. Although there perhaps 

are mechanisms in a human which cause degradation of the association 

strength, the data from die model simulation demonstrates this oscillation 

as the result of interference between stored patterns. It is logical to 

assume that this interference is one contributing cause of oscillation. 

In trial two, response eight is correct; however, in trial three response 

eight is in error due to interference caused by the increase in the assoc¬ 

iation strength of other pairs# i.e., the weightings of ocher pairs begin 

to exceed the threshold. This behavior is observed in several instances 

during the test, and it was found in other tests to occur more frequently 

when the threshold is low. Tills is clearly expected from the manner in 

which the recall program functions. 

Because of the oscillation property, the threshold in many cases 

must be increased before the list can be completely learned. It is reason¬ 

able to propose that the subject is adaptive and can vary the threshold 

as required in a difficult learning situation. At the beginning of a 

learning experience the subject can be expected to lower the threshold 

to allow the maximum number of correct responses at the earliest time. As 
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the learning period continues it may be Sound necessary to increase the 

threshold to istprev©- the capabilityof discriminating between similar 

stimuli. This is analogous^ to increasing the gains in a filter at the 

beginning of a dynamic rate derivation problem in a sampied-data system. 

After an initial rate has been quickly established, the gains can bo 

layered to provide more accurate Information* 

In the model a simple rule was adopted for controlling the thres¬ 

hold. After every l? trials, the threshold T was increased by one until 

the maximum value of seventeen was. reached. In test number one the 

initial value of 2 was nine, and the value of ft was five. The total list 

was learned and correctly recalled when 2 reached the value thirteen. 

Figure 6 is a plot of the number of correct responses versus the number 

of trials. The property of oscillation is illustrated by that plot. 

The fourth characteristic was that concerning confusion between 

lists. After the subject had learned one list to criterion and then was 

presented with the task of learning a new list, the subject failed to 

properly recall all elements of the first list correctly when he return¬ 

ed to it. The model was never required to -maintain two lists simultaneous 

ly in the experiment, for it is obvious that the above behavior would 

occur for properly selected lists. Assume that a list is learned in which 

the stimulus members do not have high similarity. The list can be learned 

to criterion without a great increase in the threshold, A second list 

could be learned in which the stimulus terms are similar to those in the 

first list. If, while in the process of learning the second list, an 

attempt were made to recall the first, interference from the second list 

would cause errors. The first list could be recalled promptly, however, 
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Paired-associate learning experiment results 
with randomly selected stimulus and response 
members. 

Figure 6 
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If the threshold were increased to the necessary value. 

Still another characteristic of human behavior is that more trials 

are required when the stimulus members of a list are very similar. The 

results of another run are plotted in figure 7. In that run the similar¬ 

ity was very great (similarity counts, Cj, of sixteen and seventeen) v 

between many of the stimulus terms. In that run the threshold was 

increased faster than in the previous one (K equal three), and more 

trials were required (twenty-five). As expected the threshold was required 

to reach seventeen before the list was learned to criterion. These data 

demonstrate the expected effects of the similarity of stimuli. 

The final trait of human behavior relates to the meaningfulness of 

the verbal units. The rate of learning factor k in equation 1 was said to 

represent maaningfulness. For several test runs the threshold was held 

constant, end the values of k changed for each run. The results of too 

tests are shown in figure 3. Hie values of k were evenly distributed with 

those in one test being twice the corresponding values in the other. The 

curves are consistent with typical human behavior. (See characteristic g 

in section II). The quantity k represents the maaningfulness of both the 

response and the stimulus terras. When the terms are presented to the 

subject together, the meaningfulness of either or both contribute to the 

growth of the association strength R. The meaningfulness of the response 

term, however, has an additional effect upon the recall process. This can 

be illustrated by an example. Consider the response syllable CCW. This of 

course has meaning to any English-speaking subject. During the learning 

period the subject can make an immediate and strong association between 

this very meaningful verbal unit and the concurrent experiment. When pre- 
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Paired-associate learning experiment results with 
highly similar stimulus members. 

Figure 7 



Paired associate Learning Experiment Results Illustrating the 
Effects of the Meaningfulness Factor 
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aented the corresponding stimulus term end asked to respond, a set of 

response attributes will begin to be generated. Suppose the term being 

generated was more nearly like CUW than anything else. The subject would 

recognise the similarity between this term and the one which had been 

strongly associated with this experiment, and the correct response, C<XJ, 

would be selected. Thus in the contest of the model the very marked 

improvement in learning for response terms with more meaningfulness can 

be explained. The greater effect that response maaningfulness has com¬ 

pared to stimulus meaningfulness would be expected since the response 

term not only affects the growth factor k but also has this feedback 

effect. 

It has been shown that the model has directly demonstrated all of 

the typical characteristics of human behavior with the exception of 

those involving similarity of responses and response meaningfulness. The 

direct success was great enough to give weight to the premise that 

stimulus-response association is the basis for paired-associate learning. 

The fact that it was necessary to develop arguments to explain the effects 

of similarity of responses and response meaningfulness does not contra¬ 

dict that premise but simply suggests that there are additional complexi¬ 

ties to be considered. These arguments can, however, be tested further, 

and a method of testing is discussed in the next section. 

In general the comparison of the model's behavior with human 

behavior has been by necessity qualitative and not quantitative. A quan¬ 

titative comparison with humans cannot be made unless the simulated model 

functions in the same environment as the human. This is a difficult 

requirement and is beyond the scope of this effort, but a recommendation 



for accomplishing this comparison is presented in the discussion 

which follows. 
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V. PROPOSED FURTHER ■ TESTING 01? THE MODEL 

Sic simulation data has thus far demonstrated that curves with the 

proper shape are obtained by the model. By adjusting the parameters the 

curve could be made to match any given data* However# this becomes only 

a curve matching problem# and there are many methods that could be used 

if that were the goal« The validity of the model is indicated not only 

by matching curves in specific situations but also by the ability to 

demonstrate all of (die characteristics in all situations. Having sham 

these general capabilities# however, it becomes desirable to provide 

a means of quantitatively comparing the model with human behavior, 

The first approach would be to introduce into the list of test 

pairs used by the model meaningfulness numbers that correspond to those 

derived from actual tests with human subjects, but this has already been 

done in a large degree. The difficulty is in assigning absolute magni¬ 

tudes to these variables. If the magnitudes are simply adjusted until 

the curves fit# then it again becomes only a curve fitting problem. 

The proper approach would perhaps be to introduce a new set of 

symbols which have no more meaning to the subject than to the computer. 

This of course would be difficult. In the some way that nonsense 

syllables proved not to be really nonsensical# a new set of symbols 

would probably also have sane meaning to a human subject due to the 

similarity with objects in the subject's past experience. In any case, 

a new set of symbols could bo selected which would have less meaning to 

a human than those of the standard alphabet. 

A candidate set of symbols are those given by Minsky and sham in 
22 figure 9. Nonsense pairs consisting of these elements could be 



Eight regions representing all possible configurations of values of the 
three attributes 11 rectilinear11, nconnected”, and "containing a loop". 
Each region contains a representative figure, and the associated binary 
character sequence. 

Figure 9 
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submitted to human subjects and to the model, and the results could be 

compared directly. In this case as well, parameters must be selected 

for use in the model, and parameter manipulation would be required in 

order to match the human performance. However, there are still advan¬ 

tages over the previous approach. For example, since the human is now 

dealing with unfamiliar symbols it might be expected that his ability 

to learn would improve with experience. This improvement could be 

observed, and the model's ability to emulate the improvement could be 

evaluated. An example of a way in which the model might improve is to 

determine meaningfulness on the basis of the frequency in which certain 

symbols or combinations of symbols appear in a group of li3ts which are 

learned. 

Another advantage of not using alphabetical symbols is that it 

removes the possibility of pronounceability aidding in the learning 

process. Thus far this factor has been included as or assumed to be 

part of the meaningfulness term k. This has been a valid assumption for 

the simulation as executed, but it would complicate the problem if the 

model were to be subjected to a direct comparison with human subjects 

utilising the standard alphabet. 

In addition to the above experiment with nonsense symbols further 

tests could be conducted to evaluate the explanations given for the 

effects of similarity and meaningfulnes3 or response terms on learning. 

The stimuli could be broken down from letters to sets of attributes, and 

letters could be reconstructed from the evoked response attributes. The 

generated terms could then be fed back as described above in order to 

evaluate the given interpretations. 
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A further test would be to compare the model with that of 

Feigenbaura and Simon. These researchers conducted tests which provided 
23 

a direct comparison witdi results using human subjects. The PALM 

could bo tested in the seme environment and thus provide a comparison 

with the Fcigenbaum (and Simon) model and with human subjects. 
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VI. THE PALM AS A TUBING MACHINE 

A paired-associate learning tnodel has been simulated and tested* 

Tnis type of learning was investigated because of its possibly impor¬ 

tant role in the human thought processes. Although Ebbinghaus seemed 

to have thought that rote learning is very basic to the development of 

the higher level thought processes, there exists much disagreement 
24 

about this concept. A principal cause for doubting the idea is that 

it has not been demonstrated that this rudimentary learning unit is in 

any way capable of higher level information processing* It will be 

shown, however, that paired-associate learning models can be organised 

to perform any procedure that can be "precisely described." It will be 

shown, in fact, that the capability to store associated patterns and to 

recall the proper response when confronted with a stimulus pattern is 

the element that is common to digital computers and to the human mind. 

The question of the capability of the PALM to perform complex data 

processing tasks can be answered by observing its relationship to a 

Turing machine. The Turing machine, since originally introduced, has been 

25 recast in many forms. The form described by David will be presented here. 

Gonsider a tope of infinite length divided into squares and a finite list 

of symbols s0,...which can be written in the squares. Include a 

mechanism which can read the symbols on the tape and replace them by 

other symbols. The symbol 3C will represent a blank; replacing a symbol 

by sc is equivalent to erasing it. A symbol L will cause the mechanism 

(the head) to move to the left tilth respect to the tape, and a symbol E 

will cause a movement one place to the right. The latter two symbols are 

never written on the tape. Include also a state indicator or memory 
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register which contains a number representing the state qQ,...,qn 

of the system. A simple Turing machine iB described by a list of 

quadruples. A quadruple can be of any of the following forms: 

<i> qt sj \ qr 

(2) q£ Sj R qj. 

(3) q* Uj L q^. 

The list which constitutes a Turing machine contains no two 

quadruples whose first state-symbol teirms (q^ Sj) are the same. Each 

of the quadruples represents the next act of the machine. In case (1) 

the state of the machine is q^ and the symbol in the square being 

scanned io sj; the nest action is to replace sj by Sj, and change the 

state register to q^. In the second case the tape remains unchanged; 

the head moves one square to the right and the state is changed to 

q^. In the third case the head moves to the left with no change to the 

tape, and the state is changed to q^. 

Turing's thesis is that, ’’Any process which could naturally be 

26 
called an effective procedure can be realised by a Turing Machine.*" 

Except for its inefficiency a Turing machine can perform any task that 

can be performed by a general purpose computer. Tills is important 

because by demonstrating that Turing machines can be constructed from 

paired-associate learning devices, it is thus demonstrated that these 

devices are capable of higher level data processing. This in itself does 

not prove that paired-associate learning is the basis for the higher 

mental processes, but it provides evidence that such a notion should 

receive serious investigation, 

A Turing machine can be constructed as shown in figure 10. The 
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quadruples describing a Turing machine are stored in the symbol-state 

pair association memory. The contents of the state register and the 

tape location indicated by the pointer form a stimulus pattern which 

is presented to the memory. The memory then evokes a response pattern. 

If the response pattern is of the form si; q^, the response unit changes 

the state register to q^ and the tape symbol at the pointer location to 

8^. If the response pattern is of the form Rq^ (Lq^)» the pointer is 

moved to the right (left) and the state changed to q^. If a stimulus 

symbol appears for which there is no associated response, the machine 

stops. It has'thus been demonstrated that Turing machines can be 

constructed from paired-associate learnteg units. In fact the result 

is a more capable machine due to the ability to learn. The fact thus 

revealed is that paired-associate learning units are capable of high 

level information processing. This provides the motivation to investi¬ 

gate further the importance of pair-association in all types of infor¬ 

mation processing. 
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VII. GENERAL. PURPOSE DIGITAL COMPUTERS AND. PAIR-ASSOCIATION 

It has been shewn that a Turing machine is a device which stores 

associated pairs of patterns. Upon being stimulated by a pattern it 

responds with the associated pattern. It Trill now be demonstrated also 

that general purpose digital computers can be described' in terras of 

paired-associate learning devices.. 

Speaking in general terms, consider the structure of a general 

purpose computer. A digital computer basically consists of input and 

output units, memory, control unit, and an arithmetic unit. Each of 

these units can be described in terms, of pair association. 

Consider first the memory. When information is required for the 

other units, the memory is presented with a pattern of signals repre¬ 

senting the requested information. This is exactly the recall function 

of a paired-associate learning device. The memory has a learn capability 

in addition to the recall capability. When presented with an address 

pattern, and pattern of control and information signals, the memory 

establishes an association between the address and the information, l.e., 

the information is stored at that address. The memory, therefore, is a 

paired-associate learning unit similar to that simulated and described 

in previous sections. The stimulus members (addresses) are, of course, 

not generally stored in the memory register with the responses but are 

effectively stored in address selection logic. This does not negate the 

fact that, the overall function of tire memory is that of a paired-associate 

learning unit. 

When the control unit receives an instruction from .the memory, it 

recognizes the instruction as a stimulus pattern. The response is a 
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pattern of control signals (partly temporal in nature). Again the 

function is to receive a stimulus pattern and respond with an appro¬ 

priate output pattern. In the same way that the memory addresses are 

not held in registers* the association of the stimuli and responses 

are specified by the interconnection of logic devices. 

The arithmetic unit is presented patterns of control signals and 

data and responds with modified data. It can also be recognised as a 

unit which effectively has stored within it the association between 

patterns. To be more specific* consider a binary adder* an adder is 

considered because it is usually the heart of an arithmetic unit. A 

binary adder is presented with a stimulus pattern consisting of an 

augend bit* an addend bit, and a carry bitj it responds with a pattern 

consisting of a sum bit and a carry bit. 

The structure of a typical general purpose digital computer could 

be broken down further to demonstrate the importance of pair-association 

in all aspects of the machine. This would be tedious and unnecessary. 

The purpose can be better and more easily served by presenting a some¬ 

what different structure, but one which contains the salient features 

of most general purpose computers. This new model will be constructed 

exclusively using paired-associate learning units as the basic building 

blocks. 

Although there have been many general purpose computers developed, 

there are several features which most of these machines have in common. 

These are as follows: 

a. Computers have finite memories which contain two classes 

of words. These are data words and instructions. 
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b. These classes of words are distinguished only by the 

manner in which the machine uses them. 

c. The computer has access to all memory locations. 

d. There is a register which contains the instruction that 

is currently being executed. This is the instruction 

register, 

e. A program is a set of instructions which are executed 

in a sequential manner. 

f. There is a register which contains the address of the 

next instruction? this is the control register. After 

an instruction is executed, it is replaced in the 

instruction register by the instruction which is desig¬ 

nated by the control register. The control register is 

then altered automatically to contain the address of the 

next instruction. In some cases the instruction that is 

executed will change the contents of the control register 

thus transferring control to another sequence of instruc¬ 

tions. 

g. A computer performs two basic functions. It takes the 

contents of memory and converts these numbers (words) to 

other numbers. It also makes logical decisions which affect 

the manner in which the numbers are modified (by control of 

the sequences of instructions) and also affect the place of 

exit from the program. 

These are the salient features which should bo incorporated in the model. 

It will be assumed that all input data is in the memory at the 
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beginning of the computation. The inclusion of input and output devices 

in the model adds little of interest to the problem, and thus they will 

be omitted. 

A concept will be introduced not? which will become a significant 

feature of the structure. A computer basically does two things} it 

modifies words and it makes logical decisions based on the state of 

words. Consider the first of these functions. Words are modified by 

their transferral into electronics which accomplishes the modification. 

With this in mind a computer is presented which has only two instructions. 

These ore TRANSFER and CONDITIONAL TRANSFER, Associated with each transfer 

instruction will be two addresses} one address represents the source of 

the word and the other the receptor. 

In addition to the normal storage, control, and instruction regis¬ 

ters will be included other registers, the outputs of which are the in¬ 

puts to pair-association units (PAU)» These units accomplish the modify¬ 

ing of the data. The outputs of registers containing arguments would 

together constitute the input pattern to an arithmetic PAU, and the value 

defined by the appropriate function would constitute the output pattern. 

The output pattern could be transferred into any response register. All 

arithmetic computer functions can be characterised by sets of pairs of 

input values and output values. All arithmetic operations can be accom¬ 

plished by TRANSFER instructions in conjunction with arithmetic pair- 

association units containing these sets. 

Now consider the CONDITIONAL TRANSFER instruction. A part of the 

word representing this Instruction is an address. When the instruction 

is executed, this address is transferred to the control register if the 
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contents of certain other registers are "true," Otherwise nothing is 

done. This instruction accomplishes the conditional transfer of 

program control. The unconditional program control transfer (go to) 

is accomplished by the TRANSFER instruction by simply transferring a 

new address directly into the control register. 

A program would consist entirely of YRAI1SFEE (TF X* Y) and 

CONDITIONAL TRANSFER (CT X, c) instructions. In addition, between each 

of these instructions a control cycle is required. This cycle consists 

of two automatic (involuntary) transfer isistructicns which update the 

control register. These instructions are; 

and 
TF C, i 

IFc',c, 

The operation of a simplified general purpose computer construct¬ 

ed entirely of pair-association units will be discussed in terms of 

figure 11, The machine consists of a master PAU containing the memory 

registers and their address registers, several arithmetic PAU*s, a 

control PAU, and a sequencer. The sequencer controls the stimulus and 

response inputs to the master PAD and issues recall and learn commands. 

When a recall command is issued to the master PAU, the output response 

becomes equal to the data in the response member register which corres¬ 

ponds to the stimulus register containing the same pattern as that on 

the stimulus line. The response lino holds this data until the next 

recall command. The loam command causes the data on the response line 

to be stored in the response register corresponding to the stimulus 

register which contains data which matches the pattern on the stiiaul.ua 

line. 
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Upon initiation o£ a program the location of the first instruction 

to be executed is contained in the response register corresponding to 

the stimulus register containing i. This response register is the 

instruction register, ihe instruction consists of three parts. The 

first part I is a single flip flop which determines whether the instruc- 

tion is a TRANSFER or a COilDITIGMAL TRANSFER. The output of the instruc¬ 

tion register is presented to the sequencer. The instruction and internal 

timing signals represent a pattern to the sequencer. If I is such that 

& IR instruction is intended, the sequence will respond with the pattern 

X on its output stimulus line and with-a recall signal. The master PAD' 

responds with the information’corresponding to location X. This informa¬ 

tion remains on the response line, and the internal signals in the 

sequencer change causing Y to occur on the stimulus line and causing a 

learn signal. The result is that the response corresponding to 31 is new 

also stored with the stimulus Y» i.e.» data has been transferred from 

address X to t, it can thus be seen fran the diagram that arithmetic 

operations can be accomplished by transferring data to and from the 

register associated with the arithmetic PAU’s. 

After each instruction the too involuntary instructions (TF C, i 

and TF C’, c) are executed. .The-first brings a net? instruction into the 

instruction register, and the second updates the control counter. The 

cycle then repeats. 

A COI'IDXTIOIIAL TRANSFER is represented by GT X, c, When I represents 

a CT operation and a specific tC3t bit is a "l", the contents of address 

X are transferred to the control counter (address C) thus changing the 

control sequence. If the tested condition does not exist, no action will 
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occur* ' '■ 1 • ■ • ■ : 

■ The functions'- of' a genera! purpose' computer can bo- accomplished* 

therefore-,' by- two instructions, and such a simple machine’ can bo con¬ 

structed of PAUfo and a sequencer.-A--sequencer v;ao also designed which 

consisted-entirely of FMI*a, but it is-net of-sufficient’-interest-to 

bo included* - - 

Two elements of the sequencer are of interest, hot/ever, for they 

further demonstrate the flexibility'-of pair-association units. The 

internal timing was accomplished -using only a clock end a divide-by- 

thres counter. The counter can be constructed using a PAU with feedback* 

Consider a PAU containing fhe following stimulus-response pairs: 

(00,01) 

(01,10) 

(10,00) 

If the response output is fed back through a delay into-the stimulus 

input,-the-PAU-will cycle through the sequence 00,01, 10,00, 01,10,,., 

each time a recall command occurs, The recall command would be the output 

of a clock. 

The clock also could be a PAU with the stored stimulus-response 

pairs (0,1) and (1,0). If the output is fed bask as the-stimulus input 

through a delay and a continuous recall command exists, the output will 

alternate between the one and sero states. The PAU i3 then an astable 

multivibrator. 

It has been demonstrated that a computer containing the salient 

features of general purpose digital-computers can be constructed entire¬ 

ly of pair-association units. This was done to demonstrate the flexibility 
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of a ?AU and to suggest the possibility that intelligent machines can 

be constructed by the proper linkage of these devices. This provides 

further insight ivito the question of whether rote learning is the basis 

of all human learning and intelligence, i.e., if pair-association units 

are capable of the class of computing that is typical of a general 

purpose digital computer, then perhaps they can provide the basis for 

the human thought processes. The next section contains a speculative 

model of the human thought processes based upon pair-association units* 
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mi. A MODEL OP THE WJim THOUGHT PROCESSES 

A paired-associate learning experiment was conducted utilising; 

a st imultis -response model as the test subject. The model was successful 

enough to suggest that stimulus-response association i3 very fundamental 

to learning* but the results of (die testing have also indicated that 

human behavior is mote complex than that exhibited by a simple pair 

association unit. That is, the effects or response meaningfulncss and 

response similarity can only be explained by adding the additional 

complexity of feedback. It was later demonstrated, however, that pair- 

association units are very flexible and capable of complex information 

processing. The paired-associate learning model has demonstrated, in 

its simplest form, the capability to exhibit the basic rote learning 

behavior, and it also lends itself to complexity which explains the 

secondary characteristics. These together suggest an approach that 

combines the features of the stimulus-response theories and cognitive 

theories. 

On the basis of the results of the study effort a model of the 

human thought processes is now proposed consisting of two levels of 

thought. A secondary level is included consisting of simple pair- 

association units (PAU's) which are connected to the external environ¬ 

ment through the necessary pre-processing elements which transform the 

external stimuli into sets or patterns of attributes. These secondary 

level PAU'o have simple cross-links from the output of each to the 

inputs of the others, and the outputs are connected directly to the 

elements constituting the second or higher thought process. The internal 

function:of the PAU’o of this level will be outside of Che awareness of 
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die human. The higher or primary level device will consist also of 

PAU’s and it will be very similar in function to a general purpose 

computer. A somewhat more detailed description of the model will be 

presented, but acme further justification will first be presented* 

That there are at least too levels of mental function is 

suggested by Kimble when he points out that the idea that behavior ia 

influenced by the effects beneath the threshold of awareness "was as 

old a3 psychology itself"* As evidence he points to the work of 

William Jamas (principles of Psychology, 1890) in which these two 

levels of mental activity are referred to as "primary" and "secondary" 

consciousness. If one pursues the subject further, he will find that 

there is much controversy about the meaning of such terms as conscious¬ 

ness, wakefulness, unconsciousness, subconsciousness, etc. Although 

such controversy exists, it is generally agreed that there is more than 

one level of mental activity. 

The primary level is that of which the thinker is aware. Kimble 

equates awareness of an event with the ability to verbalise correctly 

about it. It is this definition that suggests the primary level which is 

included in the model and also suggests as will be shown later, that this 

level is similar in function to a general purpose computer. 

The secondary levels are less easily described or recognised. 

However, sane insight into the functions of this level is provided by 

28 
Wooldridge* In attempting to go as far as possible toward applying 

purely mechanistic schemes to the understanding of thought processes 

Wooldridge presented a scheme for the simplest type of concept formation. 

Hie first step in that scheme was described as follows: 
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Consider a formal training program, with a hitherto uninformed 
child as the pupil. Suppose that we begin by showing the child 
a shiny red apple and at the same time distinctly pronouncing 
the word "ap-ple." We would expect an adequate number of repeti¬ 
tions of this performance, particularly if strengthened in each 
case by success in getting the child's attention, to result in 
the building of a permanent stored pattern in the brain. This 
pattern would possess both auditory and visual components which, 
by the operation of tire automatic-pattern interconnection 
principle that characterizes conditioned learning, would be 
tied together in the memory. As a result, ultimately the sight 
of the apple alone would be enough to trigger the entire stored 
complex and bring into the child's mind the recollection of the 
sound of the word; similarly, the spoken word would elicit the 
visual image. 

The bringing "into the child's mind the recollection of tire sound 

of the word" is simply the recall function, and the action leading to 

recall is below the threshold of awareness. This "automatic-pattern- 

interconnection principle" can be applied by interconnection of PAU's 

as shown in figure 12. 

The PAU's can respond to external inputs from the related sensors, 

to Inputs from othhr^PEU's, to feedback from its own output, or to combin¬ 

ations of these input patterns. 

The definition of the primary thought level given by Kimble and 

the description of pattern association and recall given by Wooldridge, 

together suggest the model of the total thought process shown in figure 

13. Ro attempt will be made to provide a detailed description of this 

model. Instead, the motivation for this organization and the possible 

advantages of it will be given from the computer engineer's point of 

view. The final evaluation of the structure will necessarily have to be 

provided by the psychologists. 

Consider first the central processor; this processor represents the 

primary thought process, and its inclusion is based upon the definition 
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of that level of thought. The primary level was defined as that thought 

which can be described by the thinker. That is, after one has executed 

a train of thought, he can describe each step of the sequence. This is 

analogous to the sequential action of the general purpose computer 

program. A computer program is, in fact, a programmer’s train of thought 

described in the language of the computer. This observation is the justi¬ 

fication for including a machine similar to a general purpose computer 

as the representation of the primary thought process. 

Both the cognitive and the stimulus-response psychologists agree 

that problems are solved by constructing sequences from past experiences. 

The central processor would solve problems by piecing together the 

appropriate subroutines which are available and which in effect repre¬ 

sent past experience. This manufacturing of programs from stored sub¬ 

routines is the primary function of the central processor. The input 

PAU's operating at the secondary level will provide the initial training 

or programming of the central processor, provide a store of associations 

such that the central processor can be provided with the information 

required to initiate the pertinent program sequence, and provide addi¬ 

tional data as required by the central processor during execution of a 

program sequence. 

The stimulus-response theorist’s vies; is that responses and move¬ 

ments provide the connecting link between behavioral steps; the cogni¬ 

tive theorists assume central brain processes. It is proposed here that 

during a child’s formative years or in the case of an adult, while learn¬ 

ing new skills or habits, the secondary level PAU’s function in accordance 

with the stimulus-response view. It is further proposed that the central 
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processor stores in a parallel way the sequence of steps, and that 

sequence is readily available for future use when a similar situation 

arises again. 

The input PAU’s when confronted with the new situation, will 

respond with the necessary information to start the appropriate 

sequence in the central processor. Consider, for example, a game of 

chess. A chess player does not conduct an exhaustive search of all 

possibilities in selecting his move. Instead, he scans the board until 

he recognises a familiar pattern from his past experience. This recog¬ 

nition triggers the sequence by which he then "counts out," i.e., 

conducts a limited search of possibilities. The pattern would perhaps 

be ouch that it elicits frcm an input PAD the response "undefended 

rook," The response is made available to the central processor and 

initiates the appropriate sequence. 

The transfer of sequences from input PAD performance to central 

processor sequences constitutes a transfer from acquired habits to the 

establishment of cognitive structures. Consequently, it is being pro¬ 

posed that both the stimulus-response theorists and cognitive theorists 

are correct. 

Consider further, now, the question of problem solving. Both view¬ 

points include the constructing of sequences from past experiences, but 

the cognitive psychologist emphasises the present structure of the 

problem and its contribution to insight. The cognitive view can be 

stated in terms of the proposed model. A problem when viewed represents 

a pattern. Changing the structure of the problem changes the pattern, and 

if the proper structure is selected, the pattern will cause a response 



from an input PAU that, upon entering the central processor, will start 

a sequence that leads to the solution. The proving of mathematical 

relationships is typical of this occurrence, It is common to approach 

such a problem by reorganising the relationship by trial aid error using 

basic axioms. After manipulating the relationship, a new structure will 

appear in which a term or group of terms is recognised as being re¬ 

placeable by another term or terms which reduce the relationship to the 

desired form. In terms of the model, a portion of the pattern will 

stimulate a PAU causing it to respond with the necessary substitute; the 

central processor sequence is executed which then melees the substitution 

Insight can thus be characterised as the bringing to bear in a new 

situation any pertinent information or sequences from past experience. 

The input pair-association units are the mechanisms which are instru¬ 

mental in the recall of this information. The structure of the problem 

facilitates recall and therefore facilitates insight. 

To recapitulate, a model is presented which contains the features 

of the stimulus-response theories and the cognitive > theories. Hie 

stimulus-response features are embodied in the secondary level pair- 

association- units and cognitive features in the central processor. It 

is felt that the model and new concepts are sufficiently well grounded 

to justify their being considered. 

It will be stated parenthetically before concluding this section 

that the central processor could be fabricated from pair-association 

units. It would probably not exist in the same form as the general 

purpose computer described in the previous section, but it would consist 

of sequence-storing or -generating PAU’s. 
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XX.CONCLUDING UEMAEKS 

The accomplishments of this work can be summarised as follows! 

a. A basic fora of human learning and recall has been studied and 

a specific recall model simulated. The qualitative evaluation 

of the recall model indicated that it is worthy of further in¬ 

vestigation as a psychological model. 

b. The capabilities of a device which stores associated patterns 

was evaluated as a computational unit. It was shown that these 

devices (PAU’s) can be interconnected in such away that the 

data processing capability of general purpose computers can be 

realised, 

c. Based upon the capability of the pair-association units and 

upon the features of the stimulus-response and cognitive theories 

of psychology a model of the human thought processes was present¬ 

ed. 

These three accomplishments taken together suggest that intelligent 

machines could be constructed by the proper linkage of pair-association 

units• This in turn gives support to the premise that stimulus-response 

association is the basis of the human thought processes. 
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APPENDIX 

Typical Test Results 



TRIAL NUM33U 1 THRESH = ,900E 01 

NO* STEMS 
CORRECT 

RESPGN3E RESPONSE DIFFERENCE 

1 745602 120574 000000 657203 

2 072514 374620 000000 403157 

3 . ■ 754102 321045 000000 456732 

4 450276 510436 000000 267341 

5 014573 052643 000000 725134 

6 705243 613452 000000 164325 

7 451230 765207 000000 012570 

8 451263 045271 000000 732506 

9 403726 642075 000000 135702 

10 453210 576354 000000 201423 

TRIAL HUIBER 2 THRESH « .9002 01 

HO. STEMS 
CORRECT 

RESPONSE RESPONSE DIFFERENCE 

, 1 — 745602 120574 000000 657203 

2 072514 374620 000000 403157 

3! 754102 321045 000000 456732 

4 450276 510436 000000 267341 

■ 5 ' ■ 014573 052643 .pcoooo 725134 

6 705243 613452 GOOQQG 164325 

■ 7 451230 765207 576354 564624 

8> 451263 045271 045271 777777 

9 403726 642075 642075 777777 

10 453210 576354 576354 777777 



TRIAL NUMBER 3 THRESH o .9Q0E 01 

NO. STIMULUS 
CORRECT 

RESPONSE RESPONSE DIFFERENCE 

1 745602 120574 000000 657203 

2 072514 374620 000000 403157 

3 754102 321045 000000 456732 

4 450276 510436 545275 722134 

5 014573 052643 052643 777777 

6 705243 613452 613452 777777 

7 451230 765207 565255 577725 

8 251263 045271 045271 777777 

9 403726 642075 642075 777777 

10 45310 576354 576354 777777 

TRIAL NUMBER 4 THRESH « .900E 01 

NO. STIMULUS 
CORRECT 

RESPONSE RESPONSE DIFFERENCE 

1 745602 120574 613452 044651 

2 072514 374620 576354 175203 

3 754102 321045 321045 777777 

4 450276 510436 545237 722176 

5 014573 052643 052643 777777 

6 705243 613452 613452 777777 

7 451230 765207 565255 S77725 

8 451263 045271 445271 377777 

9 403726 642075 642075 777777 

10 453210 576354 576354 777777 



TRIM, MJHBBR 5 THRESH « .100E 02 
CORRECT 

HO. STEflOOS RESPONSE RESPONSE DIFFERENCE 

1 745602 120574 613452 044651 

2 072514 374620 374620 777777 

3 754102 321045 321045 777777 

4 450276 510436 545237 722176 

5 014573 052643 052643 777777 

6 705243 613452 613452 777777 

7 451230 765207 565255 577725 

a 451263 045271 045271 777777 

9 403726 642075 642075 777777 

10 453210 576354 576354 777777 

TRIM HDHSEE 6 

no. sTimtis 
CORRECT 

RESPONSE 

THRESH 

RESPONSE 

a .10QE 02 

DIFFERENCE 

i 745602 120574 613452 044651 

2 072514 374620 374620 777777 

3 754102 321045 3210-45 777777 

4 450276 510436 554236 733177 

5 014573 052643 052643 777777 

6 705243 613452 613452 777777 

7 451230 765207 565255 577725 

8 451263 0*527! 44527! 377777 

9 403726 642075 642075 777777 

10 453210 576354 576354 777777 



TRIAL NUMBER i THRESH « .IOOE 02 
CORRECT 

HO. STIMULUS RESPONSE RESPONSE DIFFERENCE 

l 745602 120574 613452 044651 

2 072514 374620 374620 777777 

3 754102 321045 321045 777777 

4 450276 510436 554236 733177 

5 014573 052643 052643 777777 

0 705243 613452 613452 777777 

7 451230 765207 565255 577725 

8 451263 045271 445271 377777 

9 403726 642075 642075 777777 

10 453210 576354 576354 777777 

TRIAL NUMBER 8 

HO. STIMULUS 
CORRECT 

RESPONSE 

THRESH 

RESPONSE 

** .100E 02 

DIFFERENCE 

1 745602 120574 613452 044651 

2 072514 374620 374620 777777 

3 754102 321045 321Q45 777777 

4 450276 510436 554236 733177 

5 014573 052643 052643 777777 

6 705243 613452 613452 777777 

7 451230 765207 565217 577767 

8 451263 045271 445271 377777 

9 403726 642075 642075 777777 

10 453210 576354 574254 775677 



TRIAL NUMBER 9 THRESH « .100E 02 

HO. STIMULUS 
CORRECT 

RESPONSE . RESPONSE DIFFERENCE 

1 745602 120574 321454 576657 

2 072514 374620 374620 777777 

3 754102 321045 321045 777777 

4 450276 510436 554236 733177 

5 , ■ 014573 052643 052643 777777 

• 6: „ : 705243 613452 613452 777777 

7 451230 765207 565217 577767 

- 8 -, 451263 045271 445271 377777 

9 403726 642075 v 642075 777777 

10 453210 576354 574254 775677 

TRIAL NUMBER 10 THRESH => .110E 02 

NO. STIMULUS 
CORRECT 

RESPONSE RESPONSE DIFFERENCE 

: 1: / 745602 120574 321454 576657 

• .2//• 072514 374620 374620 777777 

3, 754102 321045 321045 777777 

4 . . 450276 510436 554236 733177 

5 : ' 014573 052643 052643 777777 

6 . / 705243 613452 613452 777777 

7 451230 765207 565217 577767 

,8< - 451263 045271 045271 777777 

, 9.. . 403726 642075 642075 777777 

10 453210 576354 576354 777777 



TRIAL HOUSER U 
CORRECT 

THRESH « .110E 02 

HO. STIMULUS RESPONSE' RESPONSE DIFFERENCE 

1 745602 120574 321454 576657 

2 072514 374520 374620 777777 

3 754102 321045 321045 777777 

A 450276 510436 554236 733177 

. 5 ■ 014573 052643 052643 777777 

6 705243 613452 613452 777777 

7 451230 765207 565217 577767 

8 451263 045271 445271 377777 

9 403726 642075 642075 777777 

10 453210 576354 576354 777777 

TRIAL HUMBER 12 
CORRECT 

THRESH ® .UOE 02 

HO. ■ STIMULUS RESPONSE RESPONSE DIFFERENCE 

1 745602 120574 321454 576657 

2 072514 374620 374620 777777 

3 754102 321045 321045 777777 

•' -4 ■ • 450276 510436 554236 733177 

: '5 . ■ . 014573 052643 052643 777777 

,6 705243 613452 613452 777777 

7 451230 765207 S65217 577767 

3 451263 045271 445271 377777 

9 403726 642075 642075 777777 

10 453210 576354 576354 777777 



TRIAL NUMBER 13 THRESH « .110E 02 
CORRECT 

HO. STIMULUS RESPONSE RESPONSE DIFFERENCE 

1 745602 120574 321454 576657 

2 072514 374620 374620 777777 

3 7S4102 321045 321045 777777 

4 450276 510436 554236 733177 

5 014573 052643 052643 777777 

6 705243 613452 613452 777777 

7 451230 765207 565217 577767 

8 451263 045271 445271 377777 

9 403726 642075 642075 777777 

10 453210 576354 576354 777777 

TRIAL NDMSER 14 THRESH » >liOE 02 
CORRECT 

NO. STIMULUS RESPONSE RESPONSE DIFFERENCE 

1 ■ ■ 745602 120574 120574 777777? 

2 072514 374620 374620 777777 

3 754102 321045 321045 777777 

4 450276 510436 •554236 733177 

5 014573 052643 052643 777777 

6 705243 613452 613452 777777 

7 451230 765207 565217 577767 

8 451263 045271 445271 377777 

9 403726 642075 642075 777777 

10 453210 576354 576354 777777 



TRIAL.EDMS3R IS 

HO. -stmjws 
CORRECT 

RESPONSE 

THRESH 

RESPONSE 

a .120E 02 

DIFFERENCE 

i 745602 120574 120574 777777 

2 072514 374620 374620 777777 

754102 321043 321045 777777 

4 450276 510436 510436 777777 

5 014573 052643 032643 777777 

6 705243 613452 613452 777777 

7 451230 765207 565217 577767 

3 ■■451263 045271 045271 777777 

9 403726 642075 642075 777777 

10 453210 576354 576354 777777 

SRIAL 1RRBSR 16 

NO.. STUmSS 
CORRECT 

RESPONSE 

THRESH 

RESPONSE 

a .120E 02 

DIFFERENCE 

1 745602 120374 120574 777777 

2. . 072514 374620 374620 777777 

3 754102 32X045 321045 777777 

4 ■ 450276 510436 510436 777777 

■5, ■■.. 014573 052643, , 052643 777777 

6 705243 613452 613432 777777 

7 451230 763207 563217 577767 

8 451263 045271 045271 777777 

9 . . 403726 642075 642073 777777 

10 453210 576354 376354 777777 



TRIAL NUMTiEE 17 THRESH.120E 02 
CORRECT 

NO. , ssmms RESPONSE RESPONSE. , DIFFERENCE 

1 745602 120574 120574 777777 

.2 072514, 374620 374620 , 777777 

.3 , ; 754102 321045 321045 777777 

4 , 450278 510436 .310436. , 777777 

5 
8 

Q14573 052643 052643 777777 

A 705243 613452 . . 613452 777777 

.7, , 451230 765207 , , 565217 ,577767, 

8 451263 045271 045271 777777 

9 403726 642075 642075 777777 

10 453210 576354 , 576354 777777 

TRIAL NUMBER 18 

HO. STXKS&JS 
CORRECT 

RESPONSE 

THRESH 

RESPONSE 

» ,120E 02 

DIFFERENCE 

X 745602 120574 120574 777777 

2 072514 374620 374620 777777 

3 754102 321045 321045 777777 

4 450276 510436 510436 777777 

5 014573 052643 052643 777777 

6 . 705243 , 613452 613452 777777 

7 451230 765207 565217 577767 

8 , 451263 045271 045271 777777 

9 403726 642075 642075 777777 

10 453210 576354 576354 777777 



TRIAL NUMBER 19 THRESH « .12012 02 

HO, STIMULUS 
CORRECT 

RESPONSE RESPONSE DIFFERENCE 

1 745602 120574 120574 777777 

2 072514 374620 374620 777777 

3 754102 321045 321045 777777 

4 450276 510436 510436 777777 

5 014573 052643 052643 777777 

6 705243 613452 613452 777777 

7 451230 765207 565217 577767 

8 451263 045271 045271 777777 

9 403726 642075 C42075 777777 

10 453210 576354 576354 777777 

TRIAL NUMBER z® THRESH » .ISOE 02 

HO. STIMULUS 
CORRECT 

RESPONSE RESPONSE DIFFERENCE 

1 745602 120574 120574 777777 

2 072514 374620 374620 777777 

3 754102 321045 321C45 777777 

4 450276 510436 510436 777777 

5 014573 052643 052643 777777 

6 705243 613452 613452 777777 

7 451230 765207 765207 777777 

8 451263 045271 045271 777777 

9 403726 642075 642075 777777 

10 453210 576354 576354 777777 
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